We Showed Missouri, 20 to 4

MISSOURI - IOWA RECORD
1912 Iowa 0 Missouri 6
1903 Iowa 16 Missouri 0
1900 Iowa 26 Missouri 4

A HOWLING SUCCESS

MASS MEETING THE BEST EVER—EVERYBODY THERE

A Thousand Rooters Crowd the Armory—The Band Plays, and College Spirit Overflowed.

The mass meeting on Friday night was certainly a howling success. It was the right kind, and made every spectator get into the spirit of the game. From 7:15 until 8:15 a.m. a crowd poured into the University Armory, filling the floor in sections according to the various colleges. Engineers, Lawyers, Medics, Dents, Pharmacists and Literary Arts, each occupying their part of the floor in the-east, south, west and north in one minute did the meeting drag. Professor Byers presided, and speeches were made by the following speakers: Edgar Hayes, Dr. Pershing, President Kautz, Coach Chalmers, Assistant Coach Cutter, Miss Bessie Usrey, Dr. MacLean, President McLean and Mrs. Stevens. Much was said by each speaker to add to the enthusiasm already stored, and when the band played, "We'll Remember," the cheers, old and new, and last pronounced if the best mass meeting ever held here.

SEVENTH IOWA CONFERENCE HELD THURSDAY AND FRIDAY.

Convened in L. A. Auditorium—Many Notables Present—Faculty Members on Program.

The Mississippi Valley Association of the Daughters of the American Revolution held their Seventh Iowa Conference in this city Thursday and Friday.

Many prominent women were in attendance. The keynote speech was delivered by Mrs. A. Whitney Carr, of New York, who also gave the pronouncement of the Daughters of the American Revolution, Mrs. D. A., Mrs. D. W. Dibbles, of Cornell, Miss Sadie Jacobs, of Missouri, Dr. Whitney Carr Free Scholarships are based. No man could wish for a sentiment more worthy or enduring. Miss Carr was eighty-one years of age at the time of his death. His expression of life had been varied. The fortune he acquired was the result solely of his energy and treatment of property. Although a man of means, he was singularly universally in character. His ambition is not personal, but, the working of his good for his fellow men. Strength and enthusiasm were united in his personality, in a degree wholly unusual. His death has put the period to a noble and uplifting life, a life that is history. The very best traits of American character. He was one of our grand old men. Education has not a patron, and humanity has lost a friend.

Miss Irene Gilchrist returned from Kansas City Friday afternoon.

HAWKEYES WIN SIGNAL VICTORY

Tigers Win the Ball Out of Danger Seven Times.

Four Touchdowns and a Goal from Field to Iowa's Credit—Tigers Force Rough Game From Field.

The day was told. Iowa took the north goal and Missouri kicked off a kick. Within eight minutes the Hawkeyes got away from a touchdown. Last the twenty minutes play brought another goal and a field goal was kicked. Kirk two minutes before half stoped up. In the second half the boys jumped into the Tigers, scoring only three times in making another touchdown. After this one the Tigers took a break and what the Hawkeyes got they earned. The line formation was made up and a few minutes later the Tigers think of goal, after a fair catch making the score 19:0.

During the game Iowa won twenty-one kicks getting each of their kicks good for a goal. The Tigers had eleven punts on their schedule several of them falling to consider much gain. Missouri kicked off to Iowa. Kirk set the ball and by hitting through the field returned the pie to Iowa's center pulled on off a play and then bound of Missouri pounded the lines twice so good and kicked to Iowa's twenty-yard line. After two kicks Kirk kicked back to center field. Missouri tried a forward pass making good Iowa fifty yards. A cross-filed ball at the thirty and Kirk kicked. Missouri's man in back fumbled Clothier covered the ball and was stopped. Missouris' next kick. Missouri kicked off and Keeton returned better back to the field and Kirk kicked to the 25-yard line. Tigers made no return. Two plays brought Iowa over the line, one more and the Tigers were forced to punt to knot, who returned to jump. Allen kicked off twenty more Iowa. Keeton batted out of bounds and Clothier gained the twenty-five. A conversion trade only but still the Iowans back the Tigers to the knot's forty-yard line. Two plays to gain and Missouri kicked the knot to Iowa. Who passed to Kirk setting up a kickback Kirkwood was taken off play and giocognito for Iowa. Kirk made first downs. Two numbers were made at the goal line and Iowa forced. The Tigers kicked from the twenty-five Iowa returns again and made points to the ten yard line. Tigers kick and Kirk makes fair the punt. Iowa returns and tries to get the knot. Allen adds two more. Two down and Iowa takes for final goal. note Iowa. Kirk from twenty-five yard line and Washburn returns. Iowa returns the ball thirty-five yards but two men tuck to make good. Kirk gets the ball and drives two more, three plays more and Kirk is left which carried Iowa. Iowa's ball was lost on a fumble because this school stood for the high ideals he stood for. His total attempts amounted to $50,000, upon the income of which Fund the A. Whitney Carr Free Scholarships are based. No man could wish for a sentiment more worthy or enduring. Miss Carr was eighty-one years of age at the time of his death. His expression of life had been varied. The fortune he acquired was the result solely of his energy and treatment of property. Although a man of means, he was singularly universally in character. His ambition is not personal, but, the working of his good for his fellow men. Strength and enthusiasm were united in his personality, in a degree wholly unusual. His death has put the period to a noble and uplifting life, a life that is history. The very best traits of American character. He was one of our grand old men. Education has not a patron, and humanity has lost a friend.
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The Passing of a Benefactor

The University Family is Afflicted in the Death of A. Whitney Carr.

The death of Mr. A. Whitney Carr occurred last Thursday at Mercy hospital. Mr. Carr came here last spring from Florida, where he had suffered an attack similar in nature to paralysis. Having relatives in this city Thurs¬eday and Friday the convention was opened by each speaker to add to the enthusiasm already stored, and when the band played, "We'll Remember," the cheers, old and new, and last pronounced if the best mass meeting ever held here.

BLACK fields and a gray day marked the twenty-fifth reunion of the class of 1906 of the University of Iowa. Iowa's ball two plays lost, four, and then a touchdown. Iowa had eleven punts on their schedule several of them falling to consider much gain. Missouri kicked off to Iowa. Kirk set the ball and by hitting through the field returned the pie to Iowa's center pulled on off a play and then bound of Missouri pounded the lines twice so good and kicked to Iowa's twenty-yard line. After two kicks Kirk kicked back to center field. Missouri tried a forward pass making good Iowa fifty yards. A cross-filed ball at the thirty and Kirk kicked. Missouri's man in back fumbled Clothier covered the ball and was stopped. Missouris' next kick. Missouri kicked off and Keeton returned better back to the field and Kirk kicked to the 25-yard line. Tigers made no return. Two plays brought Iowa over the line, one more and the Tigers were forced to punt to knot, who returned to jump. Allen kicked off twenty more Iowa. Keeton batted out of bounds and Clothier gained the twenty-five. A conversion trade only but still the Iowans back the Tigers to the knot's forty-yard line. Two plays to gain and Missouri kicked the knot to Iowa. Who passed to Kirk setting up a kickback Kirkwood was taken off play and giocognito for Iowa. Kirk made first downs. Two numbers were made at the goal line and Iowa forced. The Tigers kicked from the twenty-five Iowa returns again and made points to the ten yard line. Tigers kick and Kirk makes fair the punt. Iowa returns and tries to get the knot. Allen adds two more. Two down and Iowa takes for final goal. note Iowa. Kirk from twenty-five yard line and Washburn returns. Iowa returns the ball thirty-five yards but two men tuck to make good. Kirk gets the ball and drives two more, three plays more and Kirk is left which carried Iowa. Iowa's ball was lost on a fumble because this school stood for the high ideals he stood for. His total attempts amounted to $50,000, upon the income of which Fund the A. Whitney Carr Free Scholarships are based. No man could wish for a sentiment more worthy or enduring. Miss Carr was eighty-one years of age at the time of his death. His expression of life had been varied. The fortune he acquired was the result solely of his energy and treatment of property. Although a man of means, he was singularly universally in character. His ambition is not personal, but, the working of his good for his fellow men. Strength and enthusiasm were united in his personality, in a degree wholly unusual. His death has put the period to a noble and uplifting life, a life that is history. The very best traits of American character. He was one of our grand old men. Education has not a patron, and humanity has lost a friend.
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Yes, it’s so! Yetter’s Big Store

The place for Silks, Dress Goods, Cloaks, Carpets, Rugs, Curtains, Gloves, Underwear, Ribbons, etc.

Trade at Headquarters. It’s Safe.

ALWAYS WELCOME.

SPORTING GOODS : ALL KINDS
REPAIR ANTHING GUNS AND RIFLES FOR RENT
PARSONS

123 E. Washington St.

City Steam Dye Works and Pantopticon Club
Call up either Phone

119 Iowa Avenue

Ladies’ Skirts, Woolen and Fancy
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"IOWA LEADS!"

The following institutions out of four hundred colleges and universities in the United States, whose young men and women are accredited by the Board this year, are accredited by the Board this year as colleges of commerce, business administration, or business education, as follows:

Iowa University, Iowa City

University of Wisconsin, Madison

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

Michigan State College, East Lansing

University of Illinois, Urbana

University of Missouri, Columbia

Ohio State University, Columbus

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Columbia University, New York City

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

The following institutions suffered a loss in the number of students accredited as follows:

Northwestern, Evanston, Ill.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena

Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif.

University of California, Berkeley

University of Southern California, Los Angeles
Clothes for College Men

The increasing business in our COLLEGE CLOTHES DEPT. is sufficient proof that our efforts are appreciated.

We pride ourselves on showing the finest and most complete stock in Iowa City, which is vouched for by our many friends gained in a business way.

Our Haberdashery department is perfect in every sense of the word, from the smallest to the largest item. At present we are showing the celebrated French seam Four-in-Hand, made of the popular Bengaline in fourteen new and handsome shades, at 50 cents.

The new novelty Reever made of broche faille, a beautiful reever silk in black, white, pearl, navy, and garnet $1.00 to $4.00. Also a cheaper grade in chiffon faille, all shades at 75c and negligees, at 75c to $2.50.

Underwear 50c to $6.00, from the German ribs to the imported Australian lamb's wool.

We are the agents for the celebrated Staley underwear. Hosiery in Marco's, Lisle's in all the new shades.

The Knox, worn by the man who cares...$5
The Beacon, the finest hat in the world at the price $3.
Stetsons in all shapes and shades, $3.50 to $5.
The Volk in all the shapes and shades $3.
The "Willner" special, a leader for 29 years $1.90

The best you can buy is not too good for us to sell.

Raincoat Style

You all see from this cut how stylish an overcoat our rain-coat is.

We have just received our second assortment of comfort giving, rain-proof and storm shelter coats. The line is comprised of the largest assortment of patterns ever displayed in the town. The new semi form-fitting or full back, is the proper cut.

When you can get such coats as we are selling, there is no need to look elsewhere.

500 Megaphones given away Saturday, at One O'clock
"Get in the Game"
Root for Iowa
You will find it at Smith & Clark's Hardware store, the double front on Dubuque street.

At their meeting last Friday afternoon the Dutch Thurns initiated thirteen new members. These new members are:

Bob Carter,
Kathryn Conveyor,
Lyn Carn,
Lucy Daniels,
Margaret Hough,
Row Hough,
Jared MacNider,
Curtis McCaury,
Beate Martin,
Mary Stanton,
Miss Palmer,
Eddith Parish,
Finn Sundblad.

Nance & Springham
Manufacturer of
Pure Food Ice Cream

The Good Clothes Store.